Printable Module Three Notes

Purpose: To provide students with an "easy to print" version of the content covered in this module. Students should use the notes to study for the module test and the final. The notes should be kept for AP Exam review- prior to the national test. Students should ask for clarification about any content that they do not understand.

Public Opinion, Participation, and Voting 

Political Socialization- the Agents of Socialization 

Family/ Parents = #1 agent 
	Schools - pledge to the flag, patriotic song, stories, etc. 
	Job - Union, stocks
	Education level and type (prep, religious school) 
	Race 
	Ethnicity 
	Religion 
	Crisscrossing Interests- Do your religion and ethnicity (or any other agents) support each other or cancel each other? 


Public Opinion 

Beneath the surface many "publics" exist with different opinion sets
	Question--Which portion of the population is on differing sides of the issue? 

Characteristics of Public opinion 

Intensity - fervor about a specific issue 
	Latency - Potential opinion - sets rough boundaries for leaders 
	Salience - How important is the issue to people's lives- does it directly affect people? (This can change over time. Ex. 1960's race and poverty had salience, 1980's drugs, crime) 
	Consensus and Polarization- 75% agreement indicates consensus. Two very intense and opposite feelings represents a polarized view. (Ex. Vietnam, abortion) 

Stability and Fluidity - The Change of Opinion 

Opinions can change slowly or dramatically. Many times relating to events - Ex. Pearl Harbor 
	Stable opinions can change - Nixon visit to China, End of Communism 

Polling 

Public Opinion Polls measure what people are thinking at that time. 
	The people they poll are the sample.
	Random sampling - Creating a representative sample through random selection - Ex. Shuffling housing tracts- poll every 5th, 10th, 20th house. 
	Non-probability sampling - Not accurate Ex. A method of sampling in which the public is invited to write or call in. 
	A small sample - can be accurate if random sampling was used 
	A sample in which the entire population and their characteristics were selected will reproduce that population's attitudes accurately. 
Asking the Right Questions 

Phrasing of question can bias result. 
	Interviewer's voice and appearance may yield poor results 
	Easier to measure surface opinion than gauge the depth or intensity of opinion. 

Interpreting the Results - How do candidates use data? 

Where to campaign 
	What groups already support them - what groups might support them 
	Issues that are important to voters 
	Evaluating - speeches, image, message 
	The Gallup poll mistake - Truman/Dewey 

Voting Patterns 

Sectional Voting 
	National Voting 
	Coattail Effect 
	Deviating/Realigning Elections 

Forms of Participation 

Inactive - 22% - rarely vote, young (18-24), minorities, less educated 
	Complete Activist - 11% - participate in all areas, highly educated, high incomes, middle-aged
	Voting Specialist - 40% - only vote 

Non-Voting 

In 1988 - 50.14% of the eligible voters cast ballots - lowest since 1924. In 1960 - 62.85 turnout. 
	U.S. has one of the lowest voter turnouts of all industrialized democracies. (12th from the bottom out of 100 nations) 
	Turnout should be high with Voting Rights Act of 1965, allowing 18-year-olds to vote, women's participation, and our higher levels of income and education. 

Why we Don't Vote

Political Efficacy 

Internal Efficacy - " Does my vote count?" 
	External Efficacy - "Will Government be responsive to my needs?" 

Obstacles to Registering and Voting 

"It is a hassle," polls not open long enough, not registered. 
	Mostly not serious complaints - just that voting is not convenient 

Solutions to Non-voting 

Motor Voter - allow people to register at convenient location. Ex. library, driver's license, grocery store 
	Online Voting 
Who are the Non-voters? 

Young. 18-24 year-olds have the worst voter turnout. Voter turnout increases with age. 
	Low socioeconomic class. The higher the class - the more turnout. 
	Minorities, especially blacks. Recent years have shown higher voting rates for Hispanics than in the past. 
	Low education - generally the more education - the more turnout. (except in the ultra PhD range = less voting) 
	Low income - the poor vote the least - the higher the wealth - the higher the turnout.




